
NOTES
l. Homer Hovt "Frum Horse and BugI* to the N_uclear A8e:

Filteen 20th Centurv Revolutions That Have Changed tand

Conclusion
With new technology, the decision making process
can improve substantiallv, and it should be easier to
avoid the big error, the big expensive error In busi-
ness as in golf, the kev is to stay out of trouble, and
this requires a topsight view of what is going on.
Our society recentlv rvent through a restructuring
of the real estate capital markets because ne failed
to stav out of trouble. The restructuring occurred,
in part, because of changes in the federal tax policv,
but also because those u'ith the capital didn't know
enough. Those who survived the last round now
hare experience for the next. But, their new coun-
terparts will be able to rely heavily on the technol-
ogy of the new information age. The information
revolution *'ill enable them to make better deci-
sions than their predecessors, because thev have
better resources. The next key question is how to
use the information that is available, and that de-
pends in part on its development and implementa-
tion. lf ne do it right, the next round u'ill not be
nearlv as expensive as the last.
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METROPOTITAN
AREA COST
COMPETITIVENESS,
GRO,\IHAND
REAI ESTATE

PERFORMANCE

Tl ecent trends highlight the changing fortunes
l( o[ resional. state and local economies in thc
L\ Unit""a Staies. During the 1980s, much atten-
tion !^,as given to the frost belt/sun belt dichotomy.r
There was talk of a bi-coastal economv, with the
nationt east and west coasts leading the way dur-
hg the mid-and late-l980's economic recovery while
interior regions lagged.2 Hou,ever, in the 1990s, the
tables have turned. Unemployment rates on the east
and n'est coasts are not systematicallv lora'er than
they are in other parts of the countrv

Manv studies have searchcd for the underlying
causes of varying patterns of Srowth. Sereral expla-
nations ha\€ revoh,ed around differing cost struc-
tures, and cost of doing business studies have
proliferated. For those states and localities r.r,hich
fare favorablv in specific comparative studies, the
results are used as promotional tools. For those
which do not fare so well, economic der,,elopment
officials quickly point out the study's shortcomings.

Erickson provides an excellent review of the his-
tory of business climate studies.3 Most important,
he notes the changing components of the overall
cost structure. In reviewing earlier studies from the
1950s and 1960s, Erickson points out that (p. 63)
"...comparative state and local taxation represented
a substantial section of each of these studies." Over
time holr'ever, concern with these direct costs was
joined, and in some cases dominated by, concern
with cost components related to productivity, such
as right-to-work laws, the level of remuner.rtion and
the educational attainment oI the work force.
Erickson also highlights the gror,',ing concern with
comparative costs of energv and quality of life fac-
tors. Clearly, depending on how they are defined,
business costs go well beyond the traditional em-
phasis on wages, salaries and taxation.

This article provides an updated look at metro
area cost compehtiveness, its implications for real
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estate markets and likely future trends. The article
summarizes the evidence linking costs and gron,th;
ranks metropolitan areas according to several cost cat-
egories; and discusses the extent to which differing
cost structures help explain real estate performance.
t astly, the article provides a forecast of future cost
trends and the implications for real estate markets
along with a summary and conclusions.

A Summary Of The Evidence Linking Cost
Structure And Economic Growlh
The research community has devoted considerable
time and effort to examining the impacts of relative
cost strucfures on regional economic growth and
activity. Early results neither confirmed nor denied
a causal relationship between business climate
rankings and state industrial growth.{ More re-
cently however, the emerging consensus is that
costs, whether defined narrowly (direct costs of do-
ing business, such as labor, tax and energy costs) or
more broadly (i.e., direct costs plus cost of living
and quality of life indicators), do impact regional
economic fortunes. At the same time, the results
are not uniform; they vary on a case by case basis.
In some instances, the impacts are marginal. [n
others, relative cost structures explain considerable
amounts of inter-regional growth disparities.

Bartik provides a comprehensive and up-to-date
review of the literature.s Most importantly, he sum-
marizes the results of several studies which relate
directly to some cost factors which are utilized in
this article. Specifically, he offers a review of 79
studies to gauge the findings as they relate to the
impacts of wage and tax structures on state and
local economic growth. Over half the studies re-
viewed measure at least one negative and statis-
tically significant wage effect. These effects
measure the degree to which relatively high/low
regional wage structures inhibit/encourage eco-
nomic growth and activity. Most of the studies also
find significant and negative long run wage elas-
ticities which measure the responsiveness of one
variable, business activity, to changes in anothet
wa8es.

In addition, the vast maiority of studies find at
least one negative and statistically significant tax
effect on regional economic growth which adds to
the evidence that relative tax burdens influence the
distribution of economic growth and activity.

Blair and Premus note the growing importance
of nontraditional cost factors, including regional
quality of tife, in the industrial location decision.6
They also highlight the pivotal role of market access
in overall retional cost structures, especially in
light of the ongoing technological changes in the
economy.

The analyses of Bartik and Blair and Premus
suggest that examining relative cost structures is an

While computerization is the general rule for
handling the financial information, it is not neces-
sarily the general rule for dealing with the other
management information. Under the new technol-
ogy, floor plan drawings are computerized; tenant
needs may be anticipated and responded to by uti-
lizing a number of what-ifs regarding allocations
and reallocations of space. This extends to altering
at condihoning systems, electric wiring and other
construction characteristics necessary to resolve de-
sign problems. Sprinkler systems, security systems
and other components of building design now are
computerized, and the cost of new tenant improve-
ments can be calculated using standardized
models. The key is the change in the system by
which the space is managed. The models used are
replicable, i.e., they may be used in other buildings.
Even the purchasing process is replicable. Compare
this with the prevailing practice where only the ac-
counting financial reporting systems are replicable.

The asset manager, who looks at the asset in
the context of a portfolio, focuses on the effective
management o( the asset, e.g., overseehg the prop-
erty management. Generally, the current asset
management of most USA real estate is a ma and
pa operation in which each asset is individually
managed according to the style of the asset man-
ager Sure there are patterns in replicability of
many management policies, but it is far from a

franchise operation.T

Consider the way in which the retail franchise
operations work. Not only is the financial manage-
ment system standardized, but so is the purchas-
ing and other physical management aspects. With
new technology, the asset manager may use the
same model for every similar asset. The key differ-
ence, thouth, is that the top level executive may
take, with what has been called, "topsight",E an
overview on the operation of all the assets and in
real time, examine the performance of each.e The
result is tremendous economies of scale and an up-
ward shifting of management decisions. American
business already has been going through a down-
sizing because the information revolution obviated
the necessity of many middle managers. In an ear-
lier era, information was painstakingly and expen-
sively gathered and moved up the chain of
command. At each level, some manager would pro-
cess the information, make some decisions and
pass more information along to the next level. Fi-
nally at the top the chief executive would receive
information which was heavily processed and the
end result of much human capital. The revolution-
ary strucfure reduces the need for many interven-
ing managers. Not only are fewer people needed,
but more information is processed. The processing
may provide guides for the routine decisions. Top
management now has access to the entire system

and may employ high powered analvtical tools for
forecasting market changes, repositionin2i proper-
ties and developing more effective marketing plans.
The result is higher revenues, a lower level of ex-
penses and indeed a larger bottom line.

Portfolio Management
Portfolio management also will be significantlv dif-
ferent. Currently, a great many U.S. real estate port-
folios are managed on a bottom up basis. The
portfolio is built, deal by deal, by the real estatc,
investment manager. Some of the more progressive
portfolio managers look for diversification and set
forth target geographical distributions and target
property type distributions. They attempt to build
a portfolio by selecting property types and locations
which provide the desired diversification. At the
cutting edge of the spectrum are the techies who
look to applv modern portfolio theorv by using
property returns variability to get a diversification
of real estate assets. Their use of the technology is
in the analytics of what constitutes diversification.

While there is a broad spectrum of technologv
application in portfolio management, an integrated
svstem is absent to move the asset management
information system into the portfolio management
arena. This Mirror World )o image of portfolio man-
a8ement would take the technology much farther
than applied, to date, in the portfolio management
arena. It would go beyond the analytics of selecting
the portfolio, but it would have a real time monitor-
ing of portfolio performance with analytical sys-
tems for the what-ifs in portfolio management and
forecasting.Il

In portfolio management the what-ifs are what
happens to the efficient frontier if properties C, D
and E are dropped or properties X, Y and Z are
added. Such analyses may be conducted not only
by looking at the economic base of the area where
the property is located, but at the tenants, partic-
ularly their SIC code. When this is done, the diver-
sification analyses is based on the business as well
as the spatial dimension, which represents basic
underlying economic forces.

To this add the ability to integrate the forecast-
ing models according to basic changes in the under-
lying forces. The impact of these models enables
the portfolio manager to forecast performance and
diversification under a varietv of alternative sce-
narios, and top level decision makers receive sub-
stantially more information. Their decision support
structures can rely less on middle management ex-
pertise and more on understanding what is hap-
pening in the real estate sector. Indeed, the
technical material may be transformed into man-
agement information systems where the decision
makers see and understand variables and are able
to determine effective courses of action.
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important step in accounting for differences in re-
gional economic fortunes. Indeed, comparative cost
of doing business studies have proliferated at the
state and local level- However, several studies stand
out. Beginning in 7979, A Study of Business Climatx
of tla Forty-Eight Contintous Stat* of Arnericn was
first published by Alexander Crant and Company.T
The study has been updated several times. [n Octo-
ber 1981, ftlc. magazine published the first in a se-
ries of studies entitled "Report Card on the States."8
For metropolitan areas, Inc. also published annual
reports on the nation's fastest Browing cities.e For-

twr also published an annual report on "The Best
Cities for Business."ro

In general, the studies tend to focus on a single
aspect of cost: either labor or tax, or more recently,
the environment for globalization. This partly indi-
cates that there is not one best r^,ay to approach an
examination of regional cost competitiveness. Thus,
we view cost broadly to produce rankings based on
traditional direct costs, cost of living, market access
and quality of life. We also extend the analysis by
comparing earlier cost rankings to subsequent real
estate investment performance and then speculate
on how well one might do in the current market if a
low-cost strategv is followed.

Metropolitan Area Cost Competitiveness:
Some Comparisons
Selection of Metro Arens. An Arthur Andersen & Co.
survey asked 1,,724 real estate executives their opin-
ions on those metropolitan areas likely to show the
most and least potential for return on real estate
investment.rr Their responses provide a workable
set of urban areas which differ according to size,
region and recent performance. In addition, Ka-
sarda put forth a list of smaller metropolitan areas
which he thought offered considerable real estate
potential.r2 His suggestions also are incorporated
into the set of 50 metro areas which are the focus of
this study. These areas are listed in Appendix A.

Cost Calegorix. Following Erickson's observa-
tions, we have opted for a broad definition of re-
gional cost structures. Four cost categories are
developed:
1. Drect costs of doing business which include Ia-

bor, tax, energy, facilities and transportation costs.
2. Cost of living indicators which include median

housing prices and state and local per capita tax
burdens.

3. Market access measures which hclude growth
between 1980 and 1990 in the share of the U.S.
population accounted for by each region and an
international presence index generated by Moran
Stahl & Boye4, a location consulting firm.rr

4. Quality of life indicators which include crime
rates and access to physicians.

Data sources are identified with each table.
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TABLE 2

Composite Cost of Living Indicator-
Top Five, Bottom Five

TABLE 3

Market Access Composite Indicator-
Top Five, Bottom Five

Top Five

New Orleans
Memphis
Birmingham
Kansas City
Ft. M,,ers

Top Five

Los Angeles
District of Columbia
Atlanla
Houston
San Diego

Eotlom Five

Cleveland
Detroit
Memphis
BirminBham
Pittsburgh

76.3

n.7
78.1

78.7

New York

Anaheim-Santa Ana
District of Columbia
san Francisco

Honolulu

89.5

132.3

133.1

133.8

142.6

164.9

158.4

171.7

1E0.3

213.5

178.7

178.7

179.6

184.2

186.0

Sources: Median Housin8 Prices: National Asso(iation of
Realtors. Horr? Siles;
State/Local Taxes: U.S. Depafiment of Cofin]frce. Coavfitnefit
Finances

attracting quatified workers to the region due to the
high cost of living.

Table 2 presents a composite indicator of re-
gional cost of living, consisting of housing prices
and tax burdens weighted equally. A comparison
of the top and bottom five areas sheds considerable
light on the regional slant to the findings. New
Orleans is home to the lowest cost of living, fol-
lowed by eight other southern regions. Pittsburth
falls into the 10th slot, followed by four other re-

tions from the south. Regarding the bottom five
(highest cost), all are from either the northeast or
the Pacific coast. Honolulu has the highest cost of
living by a considerable margin.

Two measures of market access are utilized in
this study: the 19801990 change in the population
and, in light of the growing internationalization of
the economy, a measure of local international pres-
ence developed by Moran Stahl & Boyer and used
by Saporito. lncluded in the international presence
index are measures of the number of foreign banks,
consulates, service firms and regional employment
in foreign-owned companies. Goldberg ranked
metropolitan areas using a different measure of
multiculturalism.'s While his results are generally
similar with those generated by Moran Stahl &
Boyer, his measures are generated for six fewer
metro regions from among our metropolitan areas.
For this reason we utilize the Moran Stahl & Boyer
measure.

A composite measure of market access is
shown in Table 3 of the top and bottom five areas in
which both population (weight:.75) and interna-
tional access (weight: .25) data are available. These
weights are used to indicate that while the econ-
omy is becoming more global, domestic markets
still plav a relatively large role. As with several
other cost factors, the more competitive regions, in
terms of market access, tend to come from the
south and west. The bottom five are not as easilv
generalizable, although there is a heavy midweit
Presence.

Sour.es: &pg!g!!g!: U.5. Departmert of Commerce. Slate afld
Melropolitan Areo Data Book;
Int€rnational hesence: "The Best Citias for Business," Fortzne
November 2, 1992

Regional quality of life infers many thints to
many people. Fosler captures the vastness of the
concept:r6

The general quality of life affects the economy
in two principal ways: it is a direct source of
business enterprise (e.g., tourism, travel, recre-
ation, Ieisure); and it is an important factor in
attracting and retaining businesses and
workers. States affect the quality of life through
most of their actions in other areas but, in 2ien-
eral, by providing good public services, directly
providing or encouraging the private provision
of other desirable public amenities (e.g., hospi-
tals, educational institutions, museums, cul-
tural activities, etc.) and assuring an attractive
and healthy phvsical environment.

Clearlv, there are raried and numerous ways to
measure quality of life. Two of the more commonly
used measures, the crime rate and access to physi-
cians (i.e., the number of physicians per 100,000
population) are shown in Table 4. The data are ex-
pressed in index form with the U.S. average:1O0
for the crime rate and Raleigh-Durham = 100 for the
access measure. (Raleigh-Durham is home to the
highest physiciani population ratio.) Low/high index
readings for the physicians access indicator corre-
spond r.r,ith low/high cost structures.

Unlike most other cost measures, there is no
regional slant to the results shown in Table 4, nor
does quality of life appear to be related to metro
area size, at least when measured by crime rates.
For instance, the lowest crime rates are found in
areas from Pennsylvania to California. The regions
range in size from Washington, D,C. (the result of
including Virginia and Maryland suburbs in the
region) to Oxnard-Ventura. Hence, generalizations
are not warranted. However, phlrsician access ap-
pears to vary according to metro area size. Except
for Raleigh-Durham, the highest physiciarV
population ratios are in relatively large metro-
politan regions.

Application Of The New Technology

Site Da,elorybility
The traditional process for site developability an-
alyses started with a review of the Physical limita-
tions of the land and the legal consttaints. The
analyst then examined the economic potential,
came up with a proposed use and conducted a

feasibility analyses. The feasibility analyses was not
only a financial feasibility analyses, but a develop-
ment feasibility analyses on what would fly with
the local regulation.a

The design and application process would get
underway, the astute developers would make con-
tact with the neighbors and other political constitu-
encies, and then attempt to work out something
which could get through the regulatory maze. The
regulatory maze became so great, some local areas

introduced one-stop shopping to provide coordina-
tion. Over the last couple of decades, the approval
system has become not onlv complex, but onerous.
Perhaps the greatest relief to the pressure was over-
building which slackened the demand. But, the
system as it stands now is dysfunctional. [n some
rapidly growing states, the authorities have im-
posed regulations on local governments which they
have neither the ability or resources to handle.
Sometimes these regulations are imposed by local
governments themselves. The results are leapfrog-
ging and hefficient land use patterns.

What is the capability of technology in the in-
formation age? Visualize, if you will, a computer
mapping of all the land in a metropolitan area
which indicates each parcel's land use and devel-
opability. The developabilitv includes not only

Source: Seldin, Maury, "A Redassificahon of Real Estate and Market Analyses: Toward Improving the Line of Reasoning," fudl Estatc

lssrs, Spring/Su mmer l9&1, Vol.g,p.40.
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Exhibit 1

Mathematical Formulations and Classif ication of Analyses

Look at these ideas in terms of mathematic formulas al-
thou8h it is not necessary to quantify them at this point:

Analysis of Local Economy; Economic Base

1. Non-basic - economic base ratio
Basic employment

2, Project increase in basic employment

3. Change in basic employment x ratio - change in
non-basic employment

4. Change in basic + change in non-basic : total
change

5. Existing employment + change = total
employment

6. Pooulation
employment

7. Change in employment x ratio of population to
employment = Change in population

Aggegate Analysis: Housing Market

8. Po ulation = households
Household size

9. Households + inventory loss + vacancy change

= Net additions

Segmmted Analysis: Ownership Market for
Sub-Metro Area

10. Net additions x ownership ratio = ownership
units

11. Ownership units x local area share = units de-
mand in local area

12. Units by income class (according to distribution of
household income for local area) x ratio of income

to house price by class = units (share of market)
by price class

Absorption Analysis: Includes S€gmented, Supply and
Bottom Up Analyses

13. United by price class - units in pipeline in sub-
ject class : net demand for additional space in
p€.iod

13. (alternative) Units by price class x cornpetitive
share obtainable = absorption rate
for period

13. Bottom up 9ummation of absorption rate of
computative projects most similar to
subiect - number of competition
projects = average absorption rate

Average absorption rate x superior
;us1e1 = project absorption rate

Feasibility Analyses

14. Proiected absorption rate x gross receipts per
unit : proiected gross

15. Proiected gross - costs = projected profit for
period

16. Summation of projected profits for period to sell-
out discounted to present wlue = aggregate
profit

17. Expected profit - minimum profit, if positive siB-
nals go

Note that substantial refinement in analystt technique is

ayailable for steps 13-17. Only one crude measure has
been used. What is critical are steps 1 through 13 which
is whele opportunity is determined.
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Management information systems are designed
to give management the information it needs to
reach decisions and achieve particular objectives.
The information is organized to feed management
the information it needs to utilize the analytical
systems involved in reaching the decisions. Man-
agement systems generallv contain analytical
models which routinelv process data to give infor-
mation at a refined level. A computerized manage-
ment information system may be rather
sophisticated and carry the process a long way to-
ward making the decision. Indeed, the computer
mav be programmed to output the decisions.

Models Ard Paradigms
"The computer did it," often is the excuse when a
particularly poor decision sparks a customer com-
plaint. Thats the problem of routinizing decisions
to the level where no human interaction is involved
in reaching the jud8ment. In the real estate arena
we are accustomed to a great many decisions being
made based upon judgment. Historically, analytical
systems have been relatively unroutinized partly
because they are so complex.

In recent decades, spreadsheet analyses en-
abled manv MBAs and others to go through some
highly quantified analytics to arrive at proiected
rates of return which proved to be totally unrealis-
tic. The "muddv shoe" types who lired through
earlier cycles were able, with the sophistication of
judgment, to know better That's the old style, and
it has merit. The new style has its merit, too, be-
cause it can handle humongous amounts of infor-
mation and conduct sophisticated analysis. But
none of this substitutes for judgment.

The Pnradignt
The judgment starts with the paradigm. Simply
put, the paradigm is a r^?v of looking at things.
The following is a classic diagram.

Figtte 1. Tfu tisual g*talts or "Wradigms"

Source: Casti, lohn L.. lh digdt lrnt. New York, NY: A!l)n boks, 1989

Do you see a face? Or, do you see a vase? It
depends on hon' you look at it. Galileo met lt'ith
great trouble when he said that the sun was the
center of the universe, not the earth.3 And, partic-
ularlv not Rome. That paradigm shift enabled as-
tronomers to explain numerous phenomena not
previouslv explainable. In a somewhat similar rein,
if one looks at real estate decisions from a real es-
tate paradigm instead of a finance paradigm, one is
able to explain some relationships and, in fact, see
the situation somewhat differentlv and make better
decisions.

The models for real estate, historically, have
been judgmental models in which certain relation-
ships may be mathematically depicted. Exhibit 1 is
an example.

ln this new era, econometric models are being
used. Econometric models use historic information
to quantifv the relationships between the variables
and then predict the future based upon the continu-
ation of past relationships. The judgmental models
mav lack the rigorous quantification of historical
relationships; they judgmentally insert the best esti-
mate to quantify the variable and proceed *,ith the
analyses. When there are' changing relationships so
the ner!'structural arrangements are different from
the old, the models can accommodate the judg-
ments on the outcome of certain courses of action
for which there is not enough evidence or at least
not enough for the rigorous models. The art in the
judgmental model is to bc. roughly right, rather
than rigorously lvrong.

The econometric models, however, are tremen-
dously useful in quantifying relationships among
the variables, and thus, thev are useful as inputs to
decisions. There have been attempts to use artificial
intelligence to integrate analytical systems so new
situations can be dealt with effectively. Howevet
artificial intelligence has not been able to mirror the
human mind. Apparently, the complexity of the
human mind enables it to not only select an appro-
priate frame of reference, but to search out previous
experience of whatever kind and integrate it into
the analvtical svstem. That aspect of the human
mind has not vet been mirrored.

Mirntrirtg The Renl Estate Paradignt
What the technology of the information revolution
permits us is to mirror the real estate paradigm. We
can assemble vast amounts of information includ-
ing maps, numbers, words and, of course, dia-
grams and pictures as well. We can process this
information to aid in our decision making. We can
apply it to our analytical models.

TABLE 4

Quality of Life Indicators
(U.S. Average:100 for rate; Raleigh-Durham - 100 for access)

Crime
Rate

Access to
Phvsicians

Crime
Rate

Access to
Physicians

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Atlanta
Austin
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
District of Columbia
Fort Worth
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Myers
Fort Pierce
Hartford
Honolulu
Houston
Kansas City
Las Vegas
Los Angeles

Memphis
Miami
Minneapolis/St. Paul
Naples
New Orleans
New York
Oakland
Orlando
Oxnard-Ventura
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Raleigh-Durham
Riverside-San Bernardino
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
Santa Rosa
Seattle
Stockton
St. Louis
Tampa./St. Petersburg
West hlm Beach-Boca Raton

103.4
165.3
151.0
110.9
96.0
n.a.

138.3
n.a.
85.1
81.5

116.8
190.5
114.8
121,5
96.0

1,66.6
154.5
87.2

132.2
n.a.

108.6
147.5
126.8
177.0
729.3

152.0
151.8
766.0
133.9
148.1
1,25.1.

773.5
't 46.7
151.9
139.7
159.5
160.6
149.4
767.2
736.7
775.2
153.1
771.O
173.0
144.7
156.8
"154.7

158.4
174.4
14E.5

726.7
244.7
97.9

727.7
151.3
154.3
129.9
150.5

66.4
81.6

1,49.6
59.1

128.9
702.9

n. a.
122.2
728.2
116.5
84.3
83.9

131.5
146.8
n.a.

749.2
777.2

151.9
135.4
1.55.2
168.1
't 40.2
"t26.7
"t_67.2

767.2
167.2
144.1
162.4
146.3
148.7
100.0
770.6
158.0
156.5
110.8
747.5
161.5
145.1
172.2
153.2
1,64.0
767.2
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Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce. State aul Metlopoliton Area Dats Book.

Regional Cost Structures And Real Estate
Performance
What role, if any, do regional cost structures play in
the performance of local real estate markets? We
used vacancv rates as a proxv for performance, with
Tables 5 and 5 providing information on the top and
bottom five 1989 and 1990 rates for commercial and
industrial properties.

While there was a noticeable regional slant to
relative cost structures, and costs tended to vary
h'ith metro area size, the rankings in Tables 5 and 6

suggest generalizations cannot be drawn with re-
spect to vacancy rates. It is enlightening to examine
the regions ranked at the upper or lou.er extremes.
Relatively high regional cost structures do not nec-
essarily correspond with a poor market showing.

more and more, in an international setting, as op-
posed to a strictlv local setting. Second, the struc-
tural changes taking place in the economy, reported
so often in both the popular and scholarly litera-
ture, are expected to continue and intensifv. More
important aspects of this structural chan6;e revolve
around efforts to get the federal budget deficit un-
der control, defense-related cutbacks and demo-
graphic changes.rT

The result is expected to be a U.S. economy that
is not as likely to fall into the boom-bust cycle as it
has done frequentlv in the past. Although there will
continue to be cycles, current expectations are for a
very moderate, vet sustainable, economic expan-
sion in coming vears. Against this broad backdrop
we can put forth some specific thoughts on future
kends pertaining to cost competiti\€ness.

First, it is important to point out that regional
cost structures do not change overnight. Certain
regions, especially in the southern United States,
and, to some degree, in the west have maintained a

historical advantage with respect to the cost of
doing business. These regions are expected to

Relative Regional Cost Structures:
Some Speculation About Future Tiends
Two trends are likelv to go a long nay in shaping
the U.S. economy over the next several years. The
first relates to the continuation of the much-
publicized shift to a more global economv. Simplv
put, sound investment decisions will be made,
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TABLE 5

Commercial Office Vacanry Rates:
1989 and 1990 (percent)-Top Five, Bottom Five

Top five Eottom Five

Honolulu

Lls vetas

Satr Iose
Clevehnd

Dist icl ol Columbi.

TABLE 6

Industrial Office Vacancy Rates: 1989 and 1990
(Percent)-Top Five, Bottom Five

Top Five Bottom Five

I arn reminded of the story about the mar-
ketability study conducted for IBM on the use of
the earlv computers. The consultants reported back
that, based upon their analyses of the volume of
information processed in the U.S., IBM would onlv
be able to sell 100 computers. Whv only 100? Be-
cause given the existing patterns of processing in-
formation, there were only about 100 organizations
which had enough information to process. What
consultants failed to recognize was that since the
existence of the computer would facilitate the low
cost processing of far greater amounts of informa-
tion than had ever been processed before, more
information would be processed. The technological
innovations generated the demand for more usage
and innovations.

Tec hnobgi c a I Adttartc es

The information revolution goes beyond computers
as simply information processing machines which
function using electronics rather than the me-
chanics of earlier calculators. It involves additional
technology which expands the nature of computers
readily available to decision makers. More data are
available to facilitate a higher order of thinking.

One of the great technological advances facili-
tating this information revolution is the combina-
tion of the computeL as an information processing
device, with the telecommunications technology
which transmits vast amounts of information by
fiber optics and satellite. The results are transmis-
sions which not only include words and numbers,
but the visual representations n'hich present infor-
mation in picture format including drawings and
photographs. lncluded with this must be the geo-
graphical information svstems which shou, the in-
formation in a spatial dimension according to
location.

As a result, real estate information may be pro-
cessed, transmitted and presented showing geo-
graphic location, photographs, spatial attributes of
construction (including detailed pictures), financial
statements and marketabilitv and feasibility results
in words and numbers. Furthermore, on-line ad-

.iustments may be made such as a monitoring of
changed information reports and a real time pro-
cessing of the new data's impact upon the analytical
results.

Fundamentals Of The New Technology

Decision Making Systents
Decision making systems have three major compo-
nents. First, there is information. Second, there is
some system for managing or processing the infor-
mation. And, finally there is the model and/or para-
digm which sets forth the way in which, given the
perspective, the analysis is conducted and the deci-
sion reached-

Inlornmtion
In real estate we often thhk in terms of maps,
numbers and words. The maps are used for spatial
relationship in terms of location. The numbers are
used for quantification, and the words are used as a

qualitative language. Obviously, this is an oversim-
plification, so let's refine it iust a bit.

STmtinl Dimension
Spatial dimension is important in two contexts. The
first has been alluded to in terms of the geographi-
cal relationship between a subject parcel and other
parcels containing activities vr,hich will influence
the subject. lncluded in this spatial relationship di-
mension is access to infrastructure which will influ-
ence the usefulness of the real estate and the costs
of using the real estate.

Previously we had hand drawn maps r.r,hich
showed various characteristics of the land ranging
from the physical attributes to the demographics of
the population and a variety of quality of life attrib-
utes. To show more characteristics on a map than
could reasonably be accommodated with a single
illustration, we used mylar overlavs in which data
were drawn on transparencies so that different
maps could be inte.grated into a single map by plac-
ing one on top of another

Now we can draw the maps using a computer-
based geographic information system. We can com-
bine and recombine the attributes to form new
maps and conduct analyses of the relationships
among the attributes to provide even better quality
of information on geographic-based spatial
relationships.

In an earlier era we depicted the spatial rela-
tionships of building design, as well as site. use, by
drawing floor plans, construction documents and
site plans on a drafting board. The construction
documents now are done by computer-aided de-
sign (CAD); there is not only greater efficiency in
getting the design drawn, but greater flexibility in
adjusting it. Furthermore, the information is in an
electronic form, and it mav be combined with site
specific data. Another aspect of spatial dimension is
pictorial. The drawings are, in fact, models of par-
ticular dimensions or aspects of structure. The aes-
thetics of the structure can be better communicated
by photographs which now technologically, can be
integrated into the information system.

In forn ntion Prucessing Syst e nts
Information processing svstems can be thought of
as ways to handle large amounts of data, including
maps and other information. Maps, tables, reports
and other information in file cabinets are, in fact,
parts of an information system. When information
comes in, it can be processed, classified, filed and
later retrie\€d when needed. We have moved from
file cabinets to computer files.

Ddles
Phoenir

Houston

Austin

West hlm B€ach-Bo(a Raton

26.0

26.6

26.6

30.0

30.1

Portland

Seattle

Detroit
Cincinnati
Orlando

Dallas
Cleveland
Houston
Hartford
Miami

7.9

9.1

9.5
Il.t
r1.E

1.8

2.0
3.0

3.4

3.6

wtes: ColdtMll Ba,*'d Cornmetcial W.e Vacarcy lnL, ol lh.
United States,

maintah that advantage relatin8 to direct business
costs, the cost of living and market access (espe-
cially population growth). Regions such as Ner.\,

York City, the District of Columbia, Los Angeles
and San Francisco will not soon become low-cost
centers of economic activiry with respect to direct
business costs and the cost of living.

At the same time, we expect some lessening of
regional cost differentials, especially as they pertain
to direct business costs and the cost of living. As
economic activity expands at a relatively rapid rate
in low-cost metro areas, upward pressure on waBe
rates, taxes and prices will be the end result over
time lessening, but certainly not eliminating, their
comparative cost advantage.

As a result, a second major trend likely to influ-
ence regional cost comparisons over the next dec-
ade is other cost-related components, especially
market access and local quality of life. These too
will play an increasingly important role in invest-
ment decisions. As regional differentials h direct
business costs and the cost of livinS lessen, the role
of these other factors h the decision-making pro-
cess will grow.

Market access concerns are likely to play a key
role. Here, demographic trends are likely to con-
tinue which favor metropolitan areas in the south
and the west. Several population forecasts utilized
by Kasarda sutgest that the south and the west will
continue to expand at a relatively rapid rate u'ith
the industrial north laSging behind.

At the same time, a third major trend, also
revolving around market access, is exp€cted to fa-
vor the largest cities in the U.S. Historically, interna-
tional commerce has been concentrated in such U.S.
cities as Neu,York, Chicago and San Francisco. [n
Iight of the growing internationalization of the
economy, certain relative advantages that these
cities and their surroundint communities currently
maintain will be enhanced.

Unfolding events will benefit other large cities
which have the capacity to take advantage of the
opportunifies provided by the global economy.

Sources: Coldu,?ll Barker Comfiercial lndtstriol Ollice Vacancy
lndex ol the United States.

Seattle alreadv has capitalized on U.S. trade rela-
tionships with Pacific-Rim nations. Miami is a cen-
ter of Latin American commerce. The larger fbxas
metro areas might benefit from the North American
Free Trade Agreement.

By the year 2000, metropolitan areas in the
south and west are expected to maintain their rela-
tively favorable cost structures. Anv lessening in
direct business cost differentials and cost of living
advantages is likely to be offset by relatively favor-
able developments on the market access front, espe-
cially in terms of population growth. On the one
hand, economic globalization u'ill favor the nation's
larger cities, traditional centers of international
commerce. Conversely, some of the nation's non-
traditional larger cities, such as Seattle and Miami,
also are likely to benefit greatly from growth in
international trade.

Is Growth Linked To Real Estate Performance?
The consensus view that metropolitan cost struc-
ture is associated with economic growth does not
necessarily translate into investment opportunities.
The supply side of the equation also must be con-
sidered, and there is indirect evidence that in the
past the market has recognized the cost/growth
link, and (more than) fully discounted the resulting
real estate investment opportunities. Thble 7 shows
the lowest and highest vacancy rates for office and
industrial properties in 1989-90, along with a rank-
ing of their respective states measured as the aver-
age cost rankings from the Alexander Grant and
Inc. sfudies, as summarized in Biermann.ls

Though the methodology of some early studies
has been criticized as relatively crude, it is difficult
to dismiss the negative relationship between com-
parative costs in the early 80s and real estate perfor-
mance almost a decade later Clearly, the market
recognized the link between cost and growth, and
the supply (more than) anticipated growth.

There is also evidence that current low cost
areas have been identified. Results from the 1992
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THE
INFORMATION
REVOLUTION
AND REAL
ESTATE
ANALYSES

by Maury Seldin, CRE

n1 he information revolution is here. History will
I record it as having ranked with the agn-
I cultural. industrial and transportation reuolu-

tions which fundamentally altered how things were
done and how we lived.r This article addresses the
impact of the information revolution on real estate
analvses. The new technologv is fundamentally al-
tering the way in which we conduct the analyses
for making real estate decisions. The impact will be
not onlv a higher qualitv of decisions, but also a

structural change in the way business and profes-
sional support svstems provide assistance to the
decision makers.l

What constitutes a revolution? The answer is a

fundamental change in the way the activity is car-
ried out. The industrial revolution changed the way
in which goods h,ere manufactured. The transition
was from using hand tools to using machinery,
from handcrafted noninterchangeable parts to stan-
dardized parts manufactured bv mass production
methods. As a result there was a concentration of
manufacturing activities in large plants, an ag-
glomeration of physical facilities. It, along with the
agricultural revolution, led to the urbanization of
our societv

The transportation revolution was a fundamen-
tal change from using animals as the source of en-
ergy for transport, to the use of engines. The
evolution took us to rail systems, to self-propelled
rubber-r.r,heeled vehicles, and on to heavier-than-air
craft. All of these had a far-ranging impact on the
growth of cities and the patterns of land utilization,
especially suburbanization.

The Information Revolution
The hformation revolution involves a transition
from mechanical communication to electronic com-
munication. In the mechanical form, information
can be put on paper and phvsically transmitted.
Additionatly, information can be mechanically
transmitted, as in rhging a bell for the butler or
maid two floors below. The transition to electronic
communication began when impulses could be sent
bv wire and then bv the wireless. What is making
the difference now is the ability to store and pro-
cess humongous amounts of information electron-
ically. This is referred to as the computer
revolution.

Di Moury sel.lin, CRE, prcsidenl of lht Hoyl Ct'utl it Notlh
Pabt Bea.h, Florida, is prtt.alisot tmeritus, Collegt of Businas
Aiminisllation, The Americafi UniLvrsily. washitglon, D.C.
A freqrcti cotllribulor ao Real Estate Issues, Dr seldi,, dlso
is dnthot, co-nulhor ot edilot ol numoots bank includitrg,
land Investment, Real Estate lN'estment Skategy, Real
Estate lNestment for Pro6t throuth Appreciahon, Hous-
ing Markets, Real Estate Market Analyses, Real Estate
Analvses, ,rd Tte Real Estate Handbook. His etrytieice
ns a real dx'tale a alysl and counselor spans lhree Llecarles.

Arthur Andersen survey of market Participants and
observers are summarized in Table 8 (top five and
bottom five). They show a close relationship be-
tween what we have identified as lon' cost areas
and what the survey respondents identifv as areas
with high and low real estate investment
potential.1q

Will History Repeat?
Despite the poor track record of following a low
cost strategy to locate development and the sun'ey
evidence that low cost areas are targc'ted for invest-
ment, opportunities may still remain in presently
depressed markets.

Table 9 shou's changes in capitalization rates
from 1985 to 1994 for three of our lowest cost
cities-Dallas, Houston and Phoenix-and nation-
allv.ro The key observation is that the trends are
consistent; capitalization rates moved significantly
higher during this period, and the changes for our
selected growth areas were of similar magnitudes
to the changes nationallv These data su88est there

is time to take advantage of thc historical link be-
hr€en the cost of doing business and future grorvth.

Summary And Conclusions
We have developed rankings of metropolitan areas
on the basis of a n,ide arrav of cost of doing-
business measures. The results have a strong re-
gional slant n,ith the South and Southwest looking
relativelv better and the North relatively worse for
most measures. White the link between cost struc-
ture and future growth is reasonably u'ell estab-
lished, the link between growth and real estate
investment performance is not. Over the past dec-
ade, the market has recognized the cost-growth
link and more than fully discounted the resulting
demand for space. Given the stronEi association be-
tween our current cost rankings and those areas
market participants have identified for low and
high investment potential, it is tempting to con-
clude that it is once again too late to take advantage
of future growth. However, the structure of capital-
ization rates over the recent past suggests that in
the present case opportunities may remain.

TABLE 7

1981-83 Rankings

Office, 1989-90

Honolulu
Las Vegas
San Jose
Cleveland
Washington, D.C.
Charlotte
Seattle
Philadelphia
Boston
San Francisco

Average

Portland
Seattle
Detroit
Cincinnati
Orlando

Average

Lowest Vacancv

Lowest Vacancy

1981-83 Rank

Highest Vacancy

Highest Vacancy

1981-83 Rank

24

2

NR
3

1

NR
9

NR
NR
NR

NR+
16

5

38

Hartford
Tampa
Miami
Denver
Ft. Worth
Dallas
Phoenix
Houston
Austin
West Palm

Corytighl 1995, Honter Hoyt ltlstitulc
All rights reJ,3r.ed. NR

1,4

20
39

22
NR

19

198.1-83 Rank

Industrial, 1989-90

8

31

20

40

36
2

26

Dallas
Cleveland
Houston
Hartford
Miami

1981-83 Rank

1

38

NR
24

2

fNot Ranked

Sources: (1981-1983 Rankings) C.lculated from Biermann (see Referen(es).
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Dallas/Tt. Worth

Atlanta
Houslon

Las Vegas

Seattle

Boston

Cin.innati
Kansas City
Minneapolis/St. Paul

New York

TABLE 8

1992 National Real Estate Opinion Survey-
Top Five, Bottom Five

Most Potential-Top Five Most Potential-Eoltom Five

NOTES
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Anaheim-Santa Ana, Atlanta, Austin, Baltimore,
Birmingham, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, District
of Columbia, Fort Worth, Fort Lauderdale, Fort Myers,
Fort Pierce, Hartford, Honolulu, Houston, Kansas City,
Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Memphis, Miami,
Minneapolis/St. hul, Naples, New Orleans, New
York, Oakland, Orlando, Oxnard-Ventura,
Philadelphia, Phoenix, PittsburBh, Portland, Raleigh.
Durham, Riverside-San Bernadino, Sacramento, San
Diego, San Francisco, San fose, Santa Rosa, Seattle,
Sto&ton, St. Louis, Tampa/St. Petersburg, West hlm
Beach-Boca Raton.

security skills, as well as a fundamental under-
standing of successful REIT management. An aP-
preciation for the quality of the underlying real
estate portfolio is essential to successfully forecast
the long term growth prospects of the REIT and to
evaluate pricinS alternatives. This means an under-
writing of everv significant asset in the portfolio. In
most cases, this will require a visit to the property
and an evaluation of where it stands h its individ-
ual market and its future prospects for growth,
including an identification of an exit strategy.

Real estate skills are critical since many invest-
ments will be in situations where the public price of
the stock is less than or equal to net asset value per
share. Determining the net asset value of the port-
folio therefore, will be an important component of
the underwriting. Finance skills also will be essen-
tial to understand how each element of the REIT's
capital base (both debt and equity) is skuctured
and will interact under various econontic scenarios.
Various altemative methods of structurinS the Pri-
vate placement must be analyzed in order to come
up with the optimum arrangement for both inves-
tors and the REIT.

A critical third element will be an assessment of
REIT management and its capacity to grow the firm
over time. This will require extensive interviews not
only with senior management but with those re-
sponsible for acquiring, developing and managing
the property portfolio. Discussions will be required
with investment bankers, stock analysts, rating
agencies, vendors and competitors.

Monitoring Investments
An easy, but potentially dangerous, assumPtion is
that REIT private placements, being securities, can
be put on the shelf and reviewed onlv when its
time to sell. More realistically, these investments
should be treated like venture capital investments
and carefully monitored over the holding period.

Since pension investors may be one of the larg-
est shareholders, continuing contact with REIT
management is essential. strategic manaSement
initiatives should be reviewed and considered in
terms of their impact on long term value. Pro-
cedures should be established to independently ver-
ify the quality and value of the underlying assets.
New financing and restructurings should be an-
alyzed in terms of their impact on the investor's
position. Obviously, mergers and acquisitions must
be evaluated on similar terms.

One of the most important aspects o{ monitor-
ing will be the decision to liquidate the Position.
This decision may be limited by security restric-
tions in the early years, but ultimately a wide vari-
ety of alternatives could emerge. Investors may
choose to sell all or part of their position, either at a

single point or staBgered over a Period of time.

Stock trades may be possible as well as asset trades
for those plans with direct investment portfolios.
Investors in pools may choose to take direct posses-
sion of their stock rather than cash distributions.

Each of these monitorint activities will require
a continuing capability in each of three essential
underwriting areas-real estate, securities and
REIT management. How pension plans insure
that these capabilities are present will differ, but
if they are not present, investors risk losing much
of the advantage bargained for at the time of
underu,riting.

There seems to be no question that REITs are
entering a new era. What it will bring can only be
conjecture at this point. Given the shift in basic
investment relationships, however, it will no doubt
be dynamic and full of opportunities for resource-
ful investors. For pension funds, private placement
financing should prove to be one of the more inter-
esting opportunities over the next few years.

NOTES
l. Recent legislation clarified lhat, in the case of pension funds, the

IRS must look through k) th€ plan beneficiaries as being th€
REIT shareholders. This is in contrast lvith the earlier view that
the plan counted as a singlt shareholder

2. Although rvidespread, the use ol FFO is criticized ior not takin8
into consideration the cost of capital improlements. In order to
o\ercome this problem, there is a current m(Ne to supplement
FFO with Capital A\ailable for Distribution (CAD), also referred
to as Funds A\?ilable for Distribution (FAD).
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TABLE 9

Capitalization Rates

NATIONAL

Office
Warehouse/Distibution
Retail

DALLAS

Of(ice
Warehouse/Dishibution
Retail

1985/,1 1988/4 199A4 199411'

.091

.097

.097

091

097

096

097

095

095

063

094

094

073

089

092

0E0

090

087

089

089

@7

097

099

098

088

092

0E7

.097

.100

.09E
APPENDIX A

HOUSTON

Office
Warehouse/Dishibution
Retail

PHOENIX

Office
Warehouse/Distribution
Retail

.101

.099

.101

.104

.104

.096

.102

.094

.106

097

096

098

086

090

084

092

092

097

*For National, data is fourth quarter, 1993.

Sources: Nqfioaal Real Estate lndex Ma*et Histoil Repons
(see References).
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